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Abstract
Mobile workflow execution is gaining importance as traditional process execution systems are employed in many new

scenarios such as mobile networks or the Internet of Things. Unfortunately, in these solutions, security is still based on

control loops or computer science techniques which have not evolved as fast as current mobile systems and applications. In

this context, in order to improve the security level of these systems, it is necessary to create a security framework tightly

coupled with the mobile workflow execution platforms. To contribute filling this gap, we propose a framework to inject

security controls in workflows, which supports mobile execution and allows a flexible decision making. This solution

models security as control points where some relevant previously defined indicators are evaluated. Depending on the

obtained values, the framework takes corrective, preventive or adaptive actions, considering also the execution system

capabilities and the workflow being executed. In order to evaluate the effectiveness and performance of the proposed

solution we include experimental validation.
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1 Introduction

Mobile devices are a key part of daily life nowadays.

People employ them for a wide range of activities such as

surfing to the Internet, making calls (using Voice-over-IP -

VoIP- technologies), and even monitoring in real time

locations, biological signals and other people. Furthermore,

as mobile device capabilities increases, industrial compa-

nies are also integrating mobile devices into their

production systems, following the principles of the Indus-

try 4.0 paradigm [1].

Most of the described scenarios require the definition of

workflows (in an implicit or explicit way) whose execution,

obviously, must support mobility. Implicit workflows are

triggered by the mobile applications running into devices

when a certain action is detected (for example, opening a

web browser). On the other hand, explicit workflows are

defined by people and the workflow execution system is

explicitly requested to execute them in a certain moment.

Moreover, most of these activities (workflows) require

communicating with Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices,

third-party cell phones, Cyber-Physical devices and pro-

duction systems [2] and/or cloud-based servers which store

and forward personal data and provide tailored services.

Therefore, mobile devices turn into critical components

when workflows are executed. In this context, mobile

workflows require techniques to avoid fails during execu-

tions (e.g. dead-locks), to detect risky situations derived

from the mobile nature of devices (coverage problems,

battery failures, etc.), to implement an adequate manage-

ment policy of personal information, and/or to guarantee a
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safe communication among components and devices

(among other needs).

In fact, core security requirements, such as the previ-

ously cited confidentiality, integrity or availability, are

becoming a foremost concern in today’s life [3]. However,

despite the amount of the components that could came

across the execution of mobile workflows [4], these

requirements are nowadays still addressed with computer

science solutions (as controls in the network perimeter

layer, e.g. with firewalls and VPNs; in the OS layer e.g.

sandboxing, or at the application layer e.g. with antivirus),

or with traditional industrial techniques [5].

Thus, there is a major challenge related to how to adapt

these controls to the high dynamism and decoupled exe-

cution of mobile workflows and their computing environ-

ment. Besides, new security solutions specifically designed

to address the new risk of the world wide connected society

should be also proposed (for example, tourists who are

monitored by their medical center in their country of origin

thousands of miles away).

One of the most effective manners of securing work-

flows and, in general, execution systems is the injection of

security controls along the execution model (workflow) [6].

Security controls are evaluation points where some rele-

vant previously defined indicators are measured. This set of

indicators must be proposed in such way that they represent

the security state of the workflow execution. Relevant

indicators strongly depend on the application scenario; any

case, security controls are countermeasures that mitigate

the probability of a threat affecting a workflow execution

independently of their fixed or mobile nature. Moreover, as

a mobile workflow could make use of a variety of local,

remote or cloud-based systems to carry out its purposes, the

security controls shall be adjusted to the entire workflow

lifecycle [7], from its creation to its end. This fact is

especially critical during runtime, when a mobile workflow

must deal with a set of constraints such as connectivity,

power processing, network heterogeneity and user experi-

ence [4].

Therefore, we contribute to a security framework that

injects security controls in workflows. These controls are

evaluated through a special infrastructure belonging to the

data plane. The results obtained in the injected security

controls allow taking decisions in a flexible way, depend-

ing on the execution system capabilities and the workflow

context. Therefore, the overall mobile execution is

enhanced in such way that confidentiality, integrity and

availability principles are met.

Although, as said, decisions may be taken in a flexible

way, three different types of actions are identified: pre-

ventive, corrective and adaptive. We also describe: (1) the

required transactions to support the security control injec-

tion, (2) the required techniques to evaluate these control

points in a decoupled way from the rest of the execution

system (in that way the proposed solution is valid for every

proposed workflow execution system) and (3) the neces-

sary interactions between the different implemented com-

ponents depending on the type of actions to be taken.

The paper structure is as follows: Sect. 2 reviews related

works addressing the problem of security in distributed

workflow execution. Section 3 presents the three different

action types and some example scenarios. Section 4

addresses in detail the flexible mobile execution, describes

the overall model and messaging flow. Finally, Sects. 5 and

6 describe the experimental validation, present the obtained

results and conclude the paper.

2 Related work

Several works have addressed the problem of security in

distributed workflow execution. Some authors [8] propose

algorithms for workflow fragmentation in federated clouds

[9], which present complex security features that are

addressed by the provision of a security model based on

rules. These security models have been formalized by other

authors such as Chang et al. [10], which investigated a

cloud computing security framework, based on the devel-

opment and integration of three major security technolo-

gies: firewall, identity management, and encryption based

on the development of enterprise file sync and share

technologies.

Workflow fragment distribution in cloud environments

has previously been addressed by the authors of this paper

[4], although the proposed cost model did not contain

specific rules for security provision, which is provided in

this work. Other authors [11] seek to reconcile efficient

scheduling and allocation of workflows in hybrid clouds

and the fulfillment of security requirements, measuring the

number of mutually untrusted tenants assigned to the same

virtual infrastructure. Security, in this kind of works is

related with the set of mechanisms that allow a robust

service management and reliable execution. There are

studies that address security issues in workflow execution

from the point of view of protection of workflow infor-

mation. In the case of [12] data confidentiality and integrity

are addressed by encrypting information generated by

workflow tasks, determining which communication

between tasks must be encrypted and which, for perfor-

mance reasons, may be sent without encryption. All these

works only consider cloud environments (federated or

hybrid), and their contributions address the deployment

process.

Other works such as [13] propose solutions to secure

workflow enactment while providing an identification ser-

vices to the different workflows, however, do not tackle the
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delegation of these services as part of mobile environment

were non-stable connections could hamper the workflow

execution. Some authors [14] tackle the problem of

decentralized workflow by focusing on traceability and

control access policies, while assuming that other critical

security controls are resolved at the orchestrator level.

In the field of mobile workflows, important aspects have

been identified in workflow and service composition

security, constraints of mobile environments and the

requirements to execute a business process or workflow in

mobile domains [15]. These aspects have been taken into

account in implementing solutions such as T-RBAC [16],

an access control model that assigns permissions to tasks

instead of roles. It uses the workflow authorization model

for synchronizing workflow with authorization flow.

In the field of the definition of task allocations schemes,

there are solutions that use dependent security models to

decide the best execution strategy depending on contextual

information or distributed regions. In the case of [17] tasks

allocation schemes based on energy and scalability are

provided, which is a similar interest of our research. In [18]

a trade-off fault-tolerance mechanism based on genetic

algorithms for workflow offloading to cloud servers is

proposed. However, in both works, the problem of mod-

eling security controls within the tasks execution environ-

ment is not addressed. Abrishami et al. [19] propose a new

quality-of-service (QoS) based workflow scheduling algo-

rithm by the partial critical path (PCP) technique in grid

environment, which tried to minimize the cost of workflow

execution with the deadline constraint. The work of Zeng

et al. [20], very related to the previous one, introduce a

security-aware workflow scheduling strategy, which pro-

posed an economical distribution of tasks among the

available cloud security services. Our contribution, how-

ever, goes further, proposing a flexible way to minimize the

workflow execution cost under security constraints.

Finally, in the field of scientific workflows, security is

increasingly critical for complex data applications to be

executed on large-scale distributed infrastructures. Li et al.

[21] propose a security and cost aware scheduling algo-

rithm, based on particle swarm optimization, for hetero-

geneous tasks of scientific workflow in clouds. Tang et al.

[22] designed a security-driven scheduling architecture to

measure the trust level of each node and to estimate task

security overhead with priority ranks. However, these

algorithms only apply for geographically distributed com-

puting environments, where other considerations such as

device’s and server’s technical requirements should be

considered.

As conclusions of the study, state-of-the-art solutions do

not properly address a flexible security control in mobile

workflow executions, taking into consideration the current

mobility requirements, the possibility of workflow

alterations, and the characteristics and security risks of the

executing environment. Therefore, we propose a control-

based security framework to provide flexible security

characteristics in mobile workflow execution, in a pre-

ventive, corrective and detective way.

3 Security actions: motivating scenarios

To clarify our vision related how modeling flexible security

controls can enhance mobile workflow execution, in this

section the three different security action types (preventive,

corrective and adaptive) previously identified are formally

proposed and described. Besides, for each action type, a

first motivation scenario is described.

When the execution system reaches a control point, the

security control is performed, and the defined security

indicators are evaluated. Then, preventive security actions

are performed to prevent the workflow’s alteration or non-

authorized modifications from happening. Corrective

actions repair the workflow execution. And adaptive

actions adapt the entire execution to the underlying context

characteristics in order to improve the efficiency and

reduce the risk of future workflow’s abnormal deviation or

possible attacks.

3.1 Preventive actions

Preventive actions are actions performed in order to avoid

an imminent execution fail or the effects of an unavoidable

risk in the near future. Security controls, in order to trigger

preventive actions, must obtain undeniable evidences of the

imminent and unavoidable appearance of an execution fail.

These actions, thus, answer predictable fails such as

battery discharges, exits from the coverage area, etc.

One relevant scenario where these actions may appear is

the access to e-commerce platforms using mobile devices.

Bob (i.e. a certain local mobile agent) is travelling from

an airport and running out of battery. Bob executes an

application which underneath has a workflow that makes a

bank account operation, verifies his hotel reservation, flight

connections and payments, while using the public airport

Wi-Fi. His cellphone moves to a battery save mode and

disables identification components such as fingerprint and

location sensors. As authentication and authorization must

be maintained preventive security controls arise, therefore,

the workflow transfers identification and authorization

services to the cloud and establishes a secure connection.

This new virtual service allows the workflow to be seam-

lessly executed as it fetches the location and anti-fraud

controls required by his bank.

From the point of view of the interaction flow (Fig. 1),

the preventive scenario allows the security framework to
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detect contextual information which can trigger a change in

security policy. In this scenario, a technical requirement of

one of the devices (turns into battery saving mode) pro-

duces an event (lowPower) that is controlled by the secu-

rity framework, which will trigger a preventive action,

delegating the authentication and authorization compo-

nents to an external execution engine, which will establish

the proper secure connections with external services such

as banking server.

3.2 Corrective actions

Corrective actions are actions performed to mitigate the

effects of an execution fail that has already taken place,

remove the malicious behavior of an attack that is already

done, or to grant permissions to a component that is no

longer suspicious. Corrective actions are not designed to

avoid risks, but to redirect the execution of a workflow that

already has problems (these problems are which are

detected by the security controls).

These actions are probably the most generic, so many

relevant scenarios could be defined as the following. Bob

(i.e. a certain local mobile agent) is a senior citizen who

needs constant monitoring, so his smartwatch runs a

workflow that monitors vital signs, collects motion sensors

data and analyzes this information to detect emergencies.

Bob installs one component (workflow fragment) that

solicits the subscription of Bob’s personal information to

send it to emergency services in case there is an emer-

gency. As this new component solicits access to personal

data, security controls must detect if this is a malicious

component or it is trustworthy. In this last case some cor-

rective actions must be performed by the security frame-

work to securely delegate the execution of a workflow

fragment to an external execution engine. The credentials

of the smartwatch, as temporal encryption keys, are sent to

the emergency services (e.g. ambulance and health work-

ers), which also run in their mobile device an instance of

the Bob’s workflow, allowing them to uniquely identify

Bob, locate his health information and to carry out the

exact medical procedure. As his health data is protected by

regulations, it will only be available when Bob’s workflow

triggers the temporal encryption keys.

Regarding the interaction flow (Fig. 2), the corrective

scenario describes how the security framework obtains the

necessary permissions from local mobile agents to delegate

the execution of a workflow fragment to an external exe-

cution engine. This external workflow engine, by pos-

sessing temporary credentials for device access, can

establish a secure connection without the personal infor-

mation of local mobile agent being compromised.

3.3 Adaptive actions

Adaptive actions are actions performed to improve the

efficiency of workflow execution and to reduce the prob-

ability of suffering an execution fail in the future or the

effects of a certain risk, which is only potentially danger-

ous in an uncertain future. Adaptive actions are performed

if the security control detects a change in the underlying

conditions of the hardware platform or the execution con-

text. These changes are not dangerous in the near future nor

do they imply an imminent failure, but increase the prob-

abilities of problems in the future, so it is decided to adapt

the execution to the new conditions.

These actions are, probably, the less common ones, but

some application scenarios may be also defined. One pos-

sible scenario is an enforcement agency communication.

Alice (Local mobile agent A) and Bob (Local mobile agent

B) are two law enforcement agents participating in an

undercover operation. In their mobile device they execute a

distributed workflow. It timely turns on the microphone on

Alice’s device, gets her location data, hijack existing

Bluetooth devices and finally use Bob’s device as a gate-

way to send a message with the collected information. As

the workflow detects that is not possible to create a direct

wireless connection between their devices, because they

are in a hostile environment (e.g. SSL interception,

promiscuous cards), they change the running state to non-

Local 
mobile 
agent

Security 
framework

External 
workflow 

engine

External 
agent

event (lowPower)
Delegate component 

(authentication &  
authorization ) Secure connection

Recover security 
functions

Fig. 1 Interaction flow of security controls in preventive scenario

Delegate fragment 
execution (keys)

Secure connection

Solicit access from 
external engines

Access granted 
(temporal keys)

Fragment 
execution

Local 
mobile 
agent

Security 
framework

External 
workflow 

engine

Fig. 2 Interaction flow of security controls in corrective scenario
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secure so both enable detective controls to detect and

correct MiTM intents.

Considering the interaction flow presented in Fig. 3, the

adaptive scenario reflects how the security framework

continuously checks the status of executing workflows.

Thus, once a fault in the execution of a task is detected

(Activity execution failed), the security framework can

activate some secondary branch related to security, such as

the notification to the Local mobile agents A and B that are

in an environment where security may have been com-

promised and they must configure their communication

mode accordingly.

4 Flexible mobile workflow execution

The workflow model employed in this paper (based on

tasks and activities) evolves from the previously presented

proposals about this topic [4]. A workflow (see Fig. 4) is

composed of a set of tasks, which may be decomposed into

activities.

A Task (Ts) is a workflow fragment, which is instanti-

ated in order to execute some activities in the mobile

device. Tasks are arranged and initialized in the workflow

initialization process. An Activity (At) is an atomic unit of

a task, and it represents the communication with resources

that can be either location info via sensors’ readings or

request of an internal database key and value (e.g. an http

cookie/credentials).

On the other hand, each mobile device has a local

orchestrator (execution engine) that analyzes the entire

workflow, organizes the execution order of the different

tasks and coordinates the execution of each workflow

fragment (Task). Besides, we assume that an existing

middleware will be capable of supporting the activity

execution with local and remote resources in data plane.

Hence, our overall model is abstracted from the underlying

OS capabilities and independent of the invocation of OS

APIs in data plane. In the proposed workflow and execu-

tion models, furthermore, each activity composing a task

communicates with each other via iNotify() primitives (see

Fig. 5). This generic primitive describes the state of each

activity (ready, blocked, running and done), allowing the

deployed security framework to keep track of the execution

flow.

The model supports activities (selected by the users of

by the workflow engine during initialization process) to

inject some security controls are injected as evaluation

points. This points includes an invocation to the eNotify()

primitive.

eNotify is a primitive that triggers a Control Event

(Cevt), which is received by Security Activity which exe-

cuted a Receive() primitive. These Control events provide

Interprocess Communications (IPC) for different threads/

processes, decoupling the security framework from the

execution system. In fact, the reason of using the eNotify()

primitive is to decouple in time and space the variety of

activities running from the Security Activity and enable

Inter Process Communication capabilities.

The cited ‘‘Security Task’’ (SA) is a virtual task

belonging to the proposed security framework (see Fig. 5)

which provides a uniform interface, similar to which pro-

vides every standard activity. In that way, the triggered

Control Event is received by the Security Task as any other

activity could receive a regular event.

In order to allow the execution of security actions, the

triggered Control event identifies the specific instance that

triggered it, as well as the location of that entity: LOCAL or

REMOTE. It also classifies the current security level in the

execution system: LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH.

The Security Task evaluates the security indicators

using the appropriate primitives (performs the security

control) and depending on the obtained results, and the

information provided by the Control Event, selects the

security action (or actions) to be taken: PREVENTIVE,

CORRECTIVE, and/or ADAPTIVE. These actions may be

directly invoked by the SA using the adequate API offered

by the operating systems (OS), if the workflow execution

can continue without changes. On the other hand, some-

times, the selected actions should modify the workflow

execution in order to improve the security level, so the SA

invokes the setatype() primitive in order to inform the

corresponding orchestrator about the new situation. In

order to maintain the security framework and the execution

system decoupled, this primitive triggers a ‘‘Security

Event’’ Sevt, which is received by the orchestrator by

means of the receive() primitive.

For example, in the scenario described in Sect. 3.1, the

security activity detects the low battery level and encloses

the need of a preventive security control. In the scenario

described in Sect. 3.2 the activity detects an abnormal level

Secure connection

Activity execution 
failed

Change to non-
secure connection

Non-secure 
connection

Local 
mobile 
agent B

Security 
framework

Local 
mobile 
agent A

Fig. 3 Interaction flow of security controls in adaptive scenario
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of blood pressure and requests a corrective action. The next

subsections describe each one of the components shows in

Fig. 5 in more detail.

4.1 Security activity

The Security Activity (SA) performs the security controls

(evaluates the relevant security indicators) using the read-

seccontrols() primitive, which extracts the required infor-

mation from the underlying platform. In this process,

readseccontrols() makes usage of Low-Level OS APIs (as,

Activity n1 Activity n3

Activity n2

Workflow 
fragment 
execution

TASK t2

Task t1 Task t3

Fig. 4 Workflow model
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Activity n2
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Local 
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eNotify() Receive()

iNotify()
Integrity  
Module

Low – Level OS API

Security 
Activity

a1

invokes OS API()
readseccontrols() 

setsatype()

Injected 
security 
control

Control
Event

Security 
activity

a2

Security 
activity

an

...

Security 
framework

Evaluation  
Module

Decision  
Module

Receive()

Security
Event

sub sextsa()

Fig. 5 Proposed Security framework
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probably, the deployed middleware cannot access to the

needed information), so taking as example the current two

most popular mobile OS: Android and iOS, it would be

necessary to use special runtime permissions and private

APIs respectively.

On the other hand, as said, some remoted entities could

also trigger security events. In that way, when the SA

receives a Cevt, it processes the received content (infor-

mation) about the location of the original activity, and

activates the security control locally or remotely.

Depending on the obtained results, the SA may also order

some security actions to be performed locally or remotely.

In order to be able to extract in an easy way the needed

information from the received control events, every Cevt is

described using an XML document. Figure 6 shows an

example of the proposed structured for a Cevt.

To make the messaging aligned to low-processing

requirements of mobile workflows, we enforce the integrity

principle and delegate the confidentiality one to the under-

layer mechanisms of the OS (e.g. processes sandboxing) or

the network (e.g. TLS/SSL) layer. Cevt is composed of two

sections, the\payload/[ and\integrity/[. The payload

encloses the workflow characteristics such as a messageID

(message identifier), orchesID (orchestrator running the

workflow) or an activityID. The latter is especially

important as there could be as many as parallel instances of

the same activity running in the workflow, because a

mobile workflow as we previously state can be distributed

among different mobile devices. Finally, the sa value

covers the information the SA will use to perform the

security controls and actions. In this example the control is

enforced remotely and the security risk is HIGH.

Regular activities, as previously said, only encapsulate

invocations to local or remote resources (capabilities or

devices, among other possibilities). However, the SA is a

virtual activity and, inside, it contains five different

modules which processes the received events and executes

the required actions: the discriminating module, the

integrity module, the evaluation module, the decision

module and the universal subscriber. The first module is

focused on managing the SA lifecycle. The next three

modules verify the integrity of the received Cevt, and

perform the security controls and actions. The last one is

charge of tracking the application of the security actions.

The first module, the discriminating module, manages

the three states of the SA: secure, ready and reset.

The Secure state is employed to ensure that the SA shuts

down as secure as it started (it is the first and last state in

the SA lifecycle). It implies the application of a restricted

profile where all existing security tools from the middle-

ware are activated. This state maintains the workflow

execution as secure as possible if the proposed security

framework is deactivated or detected (due to on-device or

network exploitations).

The transition to a Ready state occurs when all the At in

the workflows to be executed have been instantiated, which

means that they are ready to invoke resources in the mid-

dleware and to trigger iNotify() primitives. In Ready state

the SA receives the Cevt triggered from all existing At

which are part of the same workflow instance. Only if the

Integrity module (we are presenting below) guarantees the

received Cevt are not tampered or compromised (using the

icheck parameter, see next paragraphs) the SA maintains in

this state. If Cevt are proved to be tampered, the SA

operation is considered to be compromised; it changes to

secure state and gets shutted down. When an Activity fin-

ishes its execution (At’) and initiates a eNotify(Cevt)

message (due to the injection of a security control in this

activity), the reception of this event leads the SA to change

its state to a Reset State which finally triggers a setsatype()

primitive and/or an OS API invocation (once security

controls and actions have been evaluated). This primitive

Fig. 6 Structure of Control

Event
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informs the orchestrator (or the original At) whether it has

to apply some modification in the context of the selected

security actions. In order to clarify this explanation, Fig. 7

shows the finite state machine.

Taking as reference the scenario described in Sect. 3.1,

the local orchestrator of the workflow will receive a set-

satype(\remote[) invocation, indicating the ecommerce

transaction must continue in other (remote) mobile device

(the new location should be negotiated by the SA with the

corresponding remote SA). Thus, the orchestrator invokes

the middleware with the adequate parameters and estab-

lishes a connection with an external device where Bob

could use the remote authentication and authorization

service and finishes the transaction. If in the process of

establishing this new connection, a non-authorized change

in execution flow occurs, the SA (which, as we are seeing,

tracks the application of the proposed security actions)

changes to a secure state and blocks the execution.

At the same time that the discriminating module man-

ages the SA lifecycle, the other modules in the SA are in

charge of evaluating the security controls, selecting the

most adequate security actions and tracking their applica-

tion. In particular, the Integrity Module of the SA guar-

antees that messages, Cevt, are not modified in a non-

authorized way and enforces a BiBa-based integrity model

(i.e. a secure broadcast protocol based on signatures) for

the entire system (as only transactions employing this

protocol are considered). To perform the integrity exam,

this module reads the\integrity/[ value of the Cevt by

processing a message authentication code (MAC). The

MAC allows the SA to verify the authenticity of the

received messages, comparing messages from activities

which are part of the same workflow. In fact, as activities

could also be executed in different mobile devices (as

execution may be distributed) it is important for the overall

model to provide anti-tampering capabilities, as disabling

or transferring in a non-authorized way some activities or

operations could produce the entire workflow compromise.

The\hashf/[ value define the one-way function and secret

value the secretkey used to create the MAC, which is

shown below. The generation and delivery of secret keys in

each workflow is out of the scope of this article, so we

assume that mechanisms exist to carry out them when the

workflow is initiated. After a successful MAC check an

internal boolean variable, named icheck, is generated and

set to 1, otherwise is set to 0. This variable is employed to

discard (or not) the received Cevt, as well as to put the SA

in secure state.

The behavior of the next two modules is designed to

perform the security controls (i.e. evaluate the relevant

security indicators previously defined) and, based on the

obtained results, the information provided in the Cevt and

the offered capabilities by the OS, select the most appro-

priate security actions to be taken. The Evaluation Module

is in charge of the first task. The Decision Module performs

the second process. The definition of the relevant security

indicators, as well as the definition of the implemented

solutions to support the decision-making process are not

the objective of the paper, so they are not discussed nor

analyzed.

Finally, the Universal subscriber (US) keeps track of the

selected security actions that were already moved to the

orchestrators using the setsatype() primitive. In order to do

that, the SA invokes the subsextsa() primitive using the

Low-level OS API. Briefly, the US monitors if the trans-

mitted orders to the external orchestrator were successfully

or unsuccessfully carried out or if there were exceptions

triggered by the activities or the middleware (e.g. not valid

secret keys or SSL Bumpings). In this case, US detects the

problem and moves the system to a secure state (the

security framework is shutted down). An administrator

should verify the systems at this point and apply the most

adequate action.

4.2 Detailed explanation of transactions

Depending on the security situation, the actions to be taken

and the evolution of the context and/or the workflow exe-

cution, the transaction between the execution system and

the security framework may be short or very heavy and

time consuming. The next figures present some uses cases

in order to illustrate the detailed operation of the proposed

solution.

Figure 8 shows an example where the system is ini-

tialized and security actions are transferred in a successful

way.

As can be seen, just after the workflow initiates its

execution the SA reads all security controls existing locally

and remotely via the Low-level OS (1). Afterwards, a

certain Activity with an injected security control generates

a eNotify(Cvet) message directed to the SA (2). The latter

processes the event, evaluates the security indicators,

ReadySecure Reset

∑At → Cevt

At´ → eNotify(Cevt)

At´  = 0
eNotify(Cevt) = 0

Instantiate (∑At)

!icheck

!icheck

Fig. 7 Finite state machine for SA
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selects the security actions to be taken and, in this case,

sends back a setsatype(local) message (3) which informs

the activity (orchestrator) about the actions to be per-

formed. After this process, the SA subscribes to notifica-

tions from the Low-level OS in order to track the

application of the selected actions (4). The orchestrator

(activity) modifies the execution along the received orders

and invokes directly the Middleware (5) in order to con-

tinue with the execution, with no further action as security

actions are successfully applied.

In a new use case (Fig. 9), a certain Activity sends to its

SA a Control event (1). After processing it, the SA decides

it is necessary to employ remote resources in the context of

the selected security actions. This situation, in fact, is

similar to scenario described in Sect. 3.1. In the next step

(2) The SA(A) informs an external Security Activ-

ity(B) which controls the remote resources to be available

for serving request from the original activity. Thus,

SA(B) accepts and configures (3) in the middleware the

necessary ports and authentication info received from

original activity (\workflow/[ and\integrity/[ values),

in order to validate and initiate the connections in the data

layer. In step (4), the Security Activity A subscribes to

future exceptions created by the Middleware related this

specific workflow instance (if a fail occurs the entire sys-

tem will be moved to secure state). In step (5) the

SA(A) receives acknowledge of a successful creation of the

required configurations in system B (e.g. open ports, cer-

tificates and bindings) needed to support the transactions of

the original activity. In step (6), the SA(A) informs the

orchestrator about the security actions to be taken, indi-

cating the authorized usage of remote resources, including

the required parameters (e.g. TLS configuration, TCP/IP

data and WSDL). Finally, the orchestrator invokes the

OSAPI (7) in data plane in order to move transaction to the

remote mobile device.

In the last use case (see Fig. 10), we are assuming there

was a compromise situation where communications were

affected by a Man-in-the-Middle (MiTM) attack which

disrupts TLS communication, so the Low-level OS notifies

Activity Security 
Activity 

Middleware

(2) eNotify(Cetv )

(3) setsatype(local)

(5) invokeOSAPI()

(1) readseccontrols()

Low-level 
OS

(4) subsextsa()

Processing

Processing

Fig. 8 Successful transaction

LOCAL SYSTEM

Activity
A

Security 
Activity A

Middleware
And Low-Level OS

A

Setting up 
Remote Activity

Security 
Activity B

Middleware
B

(1) eNotify(Cetv)

(6) setsatype(remote)

(2) movesa(Cetv)

(4) subsextsa()

(3) 
configSecuritycontrols()

movesa(5)

(7) invokeOSAPI()

Processing

Processing

Processing

Fig. 9 Successful transaction using remote resources
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the exception (1) to the SA and it detects the corresponding

attack. In that moment, the exception also reaches original

activity (2), as it was the instance that invokes the mid-

dleware, and the system is moved to secure state by the SA,

which sends a signal (3) to the original activity to use

regular security tools.

5 Security framework implementation
and validation

The security framework whose development has been

described in the previous section has been implemented in

a prototype in the form of a mobile application for Android

operating system. Although, a deep and complete valida-

tion of the proposed solution would require the provision of

some experiments over iOS as well, some technical prob-

lems prevent the realization of these analyses. Briefly,

since iOS11, the capabilities of private APIs were drasti-

cally decreased; and measures of workflow execution

delays are not accurate as iOS does not allow tightly

controlling the actions that apps sent to back ground exe-

cute within the TCP/IP stack.

This section describes the libraries that have been used

and the set of tests that have been done with this prototype

in order to evaluate the correct injection of flexible security

controls in the workflow execution.

5.1 Implementation details

For the detection of events that can cause changes in

workflow behavior, the BroadcastReceiver Android

resource is used to register for an event and to trigger when

the event happens. The receiver gets triggered once the

event happens or when a custom broadcast is sent. This

allows the security framework to receive the events pro-

duced by the workflow tasks that are running.

For transferring some workflow fragments or compo-

nents for remote execution, we need to serialize Android

classes and transfer them. To perform the required pro-

cesses of marshalling and unmarshalling, we use the

Android’s Parcelable interface, which provides more per-

formance and reduce the useless code comparing to Seri-

alizable interface.

Finally, access to secure communications are done

through HTTPS by using Voley library, in cases of RPC-

type operations, such as fetching structure data, images,

JSON, etc. For large streaming operations such as a voice

calls we use the DownloadManager systems service

instead.

To evaluate the performance of the prototype in the

correct injection of flexible security controls we created

three services in which to apply security actions in real

time according to the preventive, corrective and adaptive

scenarios presented in this work.

The first service developed (Serv#1) performs periodic

balance inquiries in Bitcoin, using the bitcoinj library. It

also enables periodic transfers between two accounts.

Method wallet.getBalance() checks account balance and

method wallet.sendCoins(…) enables transferring Bitcoins.

This service is intended to be a service that runs without

interruption, thus, if an event stating that the mobile ter-

minal is running out of battery (android.intent.ac-

tion.BATTERY_LOW) is received, the security framework

will perform a marshalling of the java classes used to make

the regular transfers and will allow its execution in another

Android terminal. To facilitate the execution of this service

multiple times, as the low-level battery event cannot be

triggered artificially, we use the Mock low-battery broad-

cast intent.

The second service (Serv#2) is a location service based

on Geofences. A geographic area is defined and saved into

the application by employing the Google Geofencing API

for Android, and exit Geofence events are monitored, so

that users leaving the perimeter activate the injection of

corrective security mechanisms. These security mecha-

nisms imposed by the security framework are translated

into a transfer of the running activities to an external ser-

ver, which requests permission to the Android application

to access the location information, through the Google

Location Services API, part of Google Play services. In this

way, a user with a compromised mobile phone can be

located, even if the local executing workflow is suspended,

due to device hijacking.

The third implemented service (Serv#3) allows estab-

lishing a call, and during the duration of this call, checks

the security of the Wi-Fi network. Once the Wi-Fi network

is detected insecure, the security framework asks another

participant workflow to make a Wi-Fi Hotspot with Inter-

net connection through the 4G network, so that the

Activity Security 
Activity 

Low-level 
OS

SSL bumping 
detected

(1) notify(exception)

(2) invokeOSAPI (exception)

(3) setsatype(local)

Secure 
state

Fig. 10 Failed transaction
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application can connect to this protected Wi-Fi network

seamlessly, to continue with the call. The detection of

changes in the access network is done through the library

ReactiveWiFi, for Android, by observing changes in the

WPA Supplicant state. We also use the ConnectityManager

Android class to fail over the data network when connec-

tivity to Wi-Fi network is lost.

5.2 Experiments and results

A series of experiments are carried out over these imple-

mented services, so findings are below. First experiment

was designed to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed

security framework. In that way, during this experiment the

success rate of the designed security method was measured.

Second experiment was employed to compare the proposed

solution to existing methods in the state of the art in terms

of resource consumption. Finally, the third experiment

evaluates the execution delay of the proposed solutions.

As said, the objective of the experiment Experiment#1 is

to evaluate the effectiveness of our security framework,

measuring the number of correctly executed services when

an injected security control triggers some security actions.

We define as correct execution that the service can con-

tinue to offer its functionality once the security mecha-

nisms have been established, that is, a cryptocurrency

operation can be performed (Serv#1), the individual can be

located outside his Geofence (Serv#2) and the call can be

restored through the new secure access point (Serv#3).

We execute 50 times each of the services and force the

security framework to intervene in its execution. In Fig. 11

we counted in percentage values the number of correct

executions for each of the services, and the aggregated

value of executions in the framework.

As can be seen in Fig. 11, Serv#2 and Serv#3 have

lower successful ratios. In Serv#2 this is due to

connectivity problem in device mobility (4% of cases) and

authentication problems to receive device location (4% of

cases). In Serv#3 this is due to faults in the library recog-

nizing the unsafe state of the initial Wi-Fi network (6% of

cases) and problems in the execution of the functionality

provided by the ConnectityManager class to programmat-

ically perform the connection to the new Wi-Fi hotspot

(4% of cases).

The objective of Experiment#2 is to compare the per-

formance of the proposed solution to the existing methods

in the state of the art. In order to do that, we evaluated the

system load by periodically checking the evaluation points

present in the workflows. On the other hand, we imple-

mented the same services but following a monolithic

software design. The performance of both implementations

in term of resource consumption was compared. Besides, in

order to provide a more exhaustive analysis, a third service

implementation was considered: a design through dynamic

loading of components (based on OSGi technology -Open

Services Gateway initiative-) [23].

For this we analyze the Android processes. As the pro-

cess that runs the security mechanisms is implemented as

an Android Service, we can measure the CPU and memory

consumption of this process separately to the application

implementing each Service#. We run Serv#1, #2 and #3

interacting with the security framework, through the pro-

cesses of Service binding and Service unbinding of

Android. The following figure measures the average con-

sumption of CPU (User ? kernel modes) and Memory

(Allocated Memory) measured by the Android Monitor of

Android Studio 2.3.3 for each Serv#, considering the case

in which they communicate with the security framework

through the interfaces provided by the Android Service

(Fw), the case in which the security actions have not been

provided by the framework but are programmed in each

Serv#, as a monolithic application (Mon); and the case in

Fig. 11 Measurements of

successful service execution and

aggregated percentage
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which the security actions are provided by components

loaded in a dynamic way (Dyn). The system used for the

measurements has been a Nexus 5X API 23 (Android 6.0).

As it can be seen in the Fig. 12, the percentage of CPU

used is greater in the case including the security framework

active than in monolithic designs; but is lower than in

system of component dynamic load. However, the memory

consumption is lower than in any other case (by not having

loaded the security functions until it is not necessary to

make a connection with the Framework, and by only

requiring lightweight components to operate). Require-

ments of Serv#3 are greater than those of Serv#2, and this

in turn, is higher than those of Serv#1. This is because the

computational complexity of service 3 is greater, having to

secure the multimedia traffic in real time. In Serv#2,

although it is also multimedia traffic since the user’s

position on a map is represented, the hardware and soft-

ware requirements are smaller.

The objective of Experiment#3 is to determine the

impact on the injection of security control, through mea-

sures of delay in execution. For this purpose, some mea-

surements are performed in the different evaluation points

present in the services, considering the starting point of the

measurements the binding process with the interface pro-

vided by the security framework and the end point of the

measurement, the beginning of the invocation of the

security control. In this way we collect in the measurement

only the invocation impact of the security framework from

the workflows in execution and the decision process of the

control action to be implemented. The results of the exe-

cution delay can be seen in Table 1.

It can be observed how the delays imposed by the

communication with the security framework are quite

similar, and less than 400 ms, which implies that the

decision on the preventive, corrective or adaptive actions

necessary to establish a better control of the workflow

security are taken almost immediately, without diminishing

the Quality of Experience of the local agent.

6 Conclusions

This paper addressed the problem of modeling security

controls in mobile and distributed workflow executions,

and how to enhance mobile workflow execution in the

security scope. We proposed a framework to inject security

controls in workflows, by modeling security as control

points present in executing mobile workflows. The results

obtained in the injected security controls are employed to

make decisions (corrective, preventive and adaptive

actions) in a flexible way, depending on the execution

system capabilities and the workflow context, in order to

enhance the mobile execution.

As an extension of a previous paper [4], we evolved our

previously defined workflow model considering control

and security events, and defining the transaction between

the execution system and the security framework, including

some mechanisms to support the usage of remote resources

in the context of the selected security actions.

The security framework was implemented in a prototype

in the form of a mobile application for Android. To
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Fig. 12 Measurements of security framework impact in system load

Table 1 Results of the third

experiment
Service Execution delay (ms)

Serv#1 285

Serv#2 329

Serv#3 387
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evaluate the prototype’s performance, we created three

services for the application of security actions in real-time

according to the preventive, corrective and adaptive

scenarios.

The effectiveness of our security framework has been

evaluated my measuring the number of correctly executed

services when an injected security control triggers some

security actions. We found that in more than 90% of the

cases the security framework correctly intervened in ser-

vice execution and the execution was successful, even in

the case of the most complex services.

The evaluation of the system load was performed by

periodically checking the evaluation points present in the

workflows. We compared our framework solution to other

state of the art solutions: monolithic software design and

dynamic loading of components (based on OSGi technol-

ogy). Results in this experiment shown that, although the

percentage of CPU is greater in the case including the

security framework, the memory consumption is lower

than in the case of a monolithic approach, due to the

optimization in loading the security functions just before

they are needed; and also lower than in the dynamic

loading approach, as the framework only requires light-

weight components to operate.

Finally, the delay in execution was measured to deter-

mine the impact on the injection of security control. It was

determined that a delay of 400 ms implies that the decision

on the preventive, corrective or adaptive actions necessary

to establish a better control of the workflow security are

taken almost immediately and does not diminish the

Quality of Experience of the local agent.

As conclusions, the proposed framework facilitates the

injection of security features in mobile workflows, and

provides good flexibility in the integration of transversal

security aspects, decoupled to mobile workflow executions,

without diminishing the Quality of Experience of the local

agents.
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